Can u scan it?

Smallest QR Code Scan Contest.

We are looking for mobile devices that are able to scan ultra-tiny QR Codes. Print this paper and try to scan the QR Codes to find out the limits of your phone.

Get a QR Code Reader from: http://qrd.by/reader

- 3mm (= 0.1181 inches) Insane, show me the printer that can print this!
- 4mm (= 0.1575 inches) Almost impossible, can you scan it?
- 5mm (= 0.1969 inches) Congrats, that's pretty tiny!
- 7mm (= 0.2756 inches) Welcome to the club. Your device is kickin!
- 10mm (= 0.3937 inches) Tiny, tiny but you can do more.
- 15mm (= 0.5906 inches) Average. 80% of mobile devices can scan this one.
- 20mm (= 0.7874 inches) Not able to scan? Get a new phone :)

For question, comments and feedback please contact us at: smallest.qr@qrd.by